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The Lune : A sci-fi project providing an exceptional 
insight into the seventeenth century (- 91 m)



The Lune by Pierre Puget (1654)
Ship of 600 to 800 tons – Armed with 48 guns in 1664.                   

Rebuilt in 1660 in Toulon naval shipyard.                                           
Hull works entrusted to Dutch shipwright Gédéon Rodo lph.
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Map of the Bay and Port of Toulon .                         
Jacques Ayrouard BNF.  Maps. GE DD-2987 (1404)

Map of the Bay of the Hyères Islands .                           
Jacques Ayrouard.                                                

BNF. Maps. GE DD-2987 (1407)
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1993: A lucky find, and the story resumes... 

On 15 May 1993 a wreck appears 
on the Nautile ’s sonar

N



1993: A photo survey, a first map, a clear 
identification

The tumulus was 42 m long and 11 m 
wide and lying 45 °. Of the 36 visible 

cannons, 10 were bronze. .

It had to be the Lune !

N



The first two survey campaigns were carried out in 2012 and 2013

The Lune



Summary of 2012–2013 tests
on the shipwreck of the Lune

A test site for deep-water archeology

- March 2012  : Multi beam survey (AUV Aster X / Ifremer - DRASSM) 1day)

- March 2012 : Newsuit test (French Navy - DRASSM) 1 d ay

- May 2012 : Photo-mosaic cover (AUV Girona 500 / Girona University) 1 day

- October 2012 : First fieldwork operation (DRASSM - French Navy - Comex) 15 days

- July 2013 : Video survey (Comex - DRASSM) 3 days

- October 2013 : Second fieldwork operation (DRASSM - Rov Développement) 10 days

31 days of work, 10 different robotic devices .

CORSAIRE Project (2014–2020)
Developing new tools for  deep-water  archaeology



The DRASSM‘s Achille M4 ROV
fitted with a professional diving camera

and extra spotlights

Imaging issues

Command 
and control station



In collaboration with DRASSM, Dassault Systèmes has r eproduced 
virtually, in 3D, the wreck of the Lune , thus allowing underwater 

archeologists to perform most of their operations…



Even in a deep-water scenario the archaeologist's 
requirements are twofold:

- Visibility good enough to carry out a working dive.

- A sense of “ touch ” .



A big step to achieve, and a challenge for the comi ng years

Suction cup sampling  
on Grand Ribaud F 
shipwreck... Divers 

have to help the ROV...

Newsuit: Impressive technology but still 
needs a divers, and depth limited to 300 mCatterpillar ROV: clumsy and blind ...

Hydraulic five movement arm: strong but precise. 
Unsuited for fragile artefacts

Sampling with a shovel; it’s 
one way of exploring ...

Sampling artefacts



Developing a robot underwater archaeologist

CORSAIRE Concept

(Consortium Opérationnel en Robotique Sous-marine pour 
l'Archéologie Innovante et la Récupération d'Epaves / 

Consortium to OperateROV for SeaArcheology
ImplementationRecovery & Experimentation)



U-CAT (Arrows Project)

Centre for BioRobotics, Tallinn University of Technology

The Red Sea Robotics Research Exploratorium

King Abdullah Univ. of Sc. &Tech (KAUST),  Stanford University, Meka

• Force-controlled lightweight arms 

• Haptic interface (force-feedback guidance)

• Flexible fingers with suction flow

Some recent innovative approaches



CORSAIRE: Overview



CORSAIRE: Overview



Louis XIV , by              
Le Brun (1661)

2010 – 2020
“ We choose to go to the Moon in this decade ”

JFK. Houston, Texas,12 September 1962

A new frontier: inventory, view and 
study the archives of the deep-sea bed



Berber jar, albarello, Huveaune bowls, Catalan pott ery, cannon, 
bronze bell, personal objects… the Lune is an underwater 

museum of the seventeenth century.

The Lune is home to thousands of perfectly preserved archaeo logical artefacts.

Conclusion: the invaluable heritage of the Lune... 



Oct/Nov 2014 Sea Trials : 

sampling artefacts

Every year the Lune shipwreck site is open to innovation for underwater
archaeology : this year focusing on manipulation, 3D laser scanning,
sampling…

Crédit : Osada/Séguin – DRASSM – Images Explorations 
Do not reproduce without authorization

In the vicinity of the Lune Shipwreck on Oct 27, 2014. 
An underwater artefact has been sampled by the « jaws » of 

the underwater vehicle.

The underwater hand (Technoconcept) with
pressure sensing, 

mounted on the 6 dof underwtater vehicle of 
the LIRMM.



Related projects and involved laboratories

5 CNRS labs

3 Foreign institutions

ANR project SeaHand, submitted by Institut PPRIME (UPR3346-Poitiers), with
DRASSM, LIRMM, Becom-d, SIT (Société d'Innovation Technique, Poitiers)

ANR international project under preparation (CINVESTAV Mexico, LabSTICC Brest,
DRASSM, LIRMM)

European project under preparation (Institut Fraunhofer,  Université de Gérone, IRISA 
Rennes, DRASSM, LIRMM….)



Thank You

Next steps pending …



Communication

Michel L’Hour, Keynote speaker at ISER 2014 (Morocco), invi ted speaker
in Ningbo (China), in Beijing (China), Madrid (Spain), Québ ec (Canada),
Taïwan, Jeddah (Saudi Arabia) : Presentation of the Corsaire Project

Presentation of the Corsaire Project , on Nov. 6, 2014, Palais des Congrès,
Toulon (audience : 800 people, Hubert Falco, Senator, Mayor of Toulon, Yves
Joly, Préfet maritime de la Méditerranée).

Wide media coverage (France 3 national, Arte, France Inter, France Info,
Les Dossiers de la Recherche, Sciences et Avenir, Var Matin, Nice)Matin...).




